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StolenAuthorLucy ChristopherCountryUnited KingdomLanguageEnglishGenreYoung Adult FictionPublished2009 ChickenhouseMedia typePrintPages304ISBN9781906427139 Inherited fromFlyaway Stolen is the debut novel by writer Lucy Christopher. It was published in the UK in 2009 and is the story of Gemma Toombs, a 16-year-old
girl who kidnapped a 24-year-old man named Tai and delivered to the middle of the Great Sandy Desert in the Australian outback. Subtitled Letter to My Thief, the book is narrated in a second person narrative as a letter from Gemma to Ty. Plot While at Bangkok airport, 16-year-old Gemma kidnapped 24-year-old Tyler Ty MacFarlane
from a cafe after he drugged her coffee. He smuggled her by plane to Australia and taken to the middle of the desert, expecting her to fall in love with him. Gemma does not approve of Ty, but after the incident she develops a soft corner for him. Ty is a nightmare about his past and screams and screams while Gemma gets up and
comforts him. However Gemma is not exactly forgiven by Tai and tries to escape by taking her car but fails as the truck gets stuck in the desert. Tai saves her and takes care of her until her burns heal. Now Gemma started thinking about Ty in a good way, and Ty is happy with that. Tai wants her to realize the importance and beauty of
nature, which was the main reason he built this house in the middle of the desert. To do this, he paints his entire house and himself with flowers resembling nature. And it does it. That day, Ty and Gemma fall asleep near the house, on the sand. Gemma has now started falling in love with Ty. The next day Tai goes to collect snakes, as
their poison is needed to fight the poison, which he cooks. He leaves Gemma a note about his whereabouts, and Gemma goes in search of Ty behind the house near the reserve, and there the snake bites her. Tai takes Gemma to the mine/civilization for her treatment after the anti-poison he has kept is out of date. Gemma asked Ty to
stay with her in the hospital. He was arrested and during her ordeal she was told that any feelings she had for Tai were due to Stockholm syndrome. The characters of Gemma Tumbs are the 16-year-old protagonist of the novel. Originally from England, she and her parents, with whom she has a strained relationship, are on a trip to
Thailand when she is kidnapped by a young man who takes her to one of the most isolated parts of the hinterland in Australia. Tyler Ty MacFarlane is a 24-year-old man who kidnaps Gemma. Before kidnapping her, Tai stalked Gemma for years and decided that the only way to have her would be to drug her and take her to the middle of
The Great Sandy Desert in Australia. There he expects that she will not only fall in love with him, but will stay with him forever. Publishing Stolen was first published in the UK in 2009 by Chicken House. The first American edition was published by Scholastic in 2010. The book was subsequently translated into French (as Lettre mon
ravisseur, Gallimard, 2010), Dutch (as Brief aan mijn ontvoerder, House of Books, 2010), Greek (as Apagug, Ekdozeis Psychogios, 2010), Danish (as Stj'let: Et brev clo bortf re'r, Carlsen, 2011), and German (as Ich w'nschte, ich k'nnte dich Hassen, Carlsen, 2011) Branford Boase Awards in the category Literary Awards of the Prime
Minister (shortlisted) Book Award Golden Inky (8) Children's Book Award Hull (May 25, 2010). Branford Boase nomination for award for Bat's debut. Received on March 22, 2012. Lucychristopher.com. Stolen. Received on March 22, 2012. Ganeshan, Janani (November 17, 2010). It's too long. Received on March 22, 2012. Horn, Carolina
(July 15, 2010). Christopher steals Branford Boase. A bookseller. Received on March 22, 2012. Ekaterina Nilan (July 15, 2010). Coetzee and Christopher are among the shortlists for the PM Awards. A bookseller. Received on March 22, 2012. Steino, Rocco (June 29, 2011). ALA Annual 2011: Bacigalupi drops F-bomb at Printz awards
ceremony. School library journal. Received on March 22, 2012. - Awards for the books of Southern schools. Lucy Christopher - winner in 2010 with stolen. Received on March 22, 2012. a b Berwick Leader (April 17, 2011). The author moves the students to the narrative. Received on March 22, 2012. External Links Official Interview
website: Lucy Christopher amid the stolen. Hindu (December 15, 2010). Lucy Christopher on WorldCat extracted from (Christopher_novel) oldid'946464608 Stunning debut novel with an intriguing literary hook: written partly as a letter from the victim to her kidnapper. Sensitive, sharp, fascinating! Gemma, 16, is at a stop at Bangkok
airport, en route with her parents on holiday in Vietnam. She leaves for a second to have a cup of coffee. Tai---decovery, tan, too old, strangely familiar - pays for Gemma's drink. And drugs him. They're talking. Their hands touch. And before Gemma knows what's going on, Ty picks her up. Steal it. Unaware of the object of her long
obsession, Gemma was kidnapped by her stalker and taken to the desolate Australian outback. STOLEN is her gripping survival story, about how she has to come to terms with her living nightmare - or die trying to fight it. ISBN-13: 9780545170949 Publisher: Scholastic, Inc. Publication Date: 04/01/2012 Pages: 320 Sales Rank: 17,000
Product Sizes: 5.20 (W) x 7.90 (h) x 0.60 (d) Age range: 14 years Christopher's debut is an emotionally raw thriller that follows the abduction of 16-year-old Gemma Tai, gorgeous, 20-something Australian who into her and hopes to win her love in The fast-paced novel is written in the past tense as a kind of diary from Gemma to Tai,
suggesting that she has escaped, although this makes the story no less stressful. Tai drugged Gemma at Bangkok airport and transports her to a house he built in the isolated Australian outback, believing he was saving her from her small parents and the city life in London she never fits in. In the process, she encounters the savagery of
her desert neighborhood and carefully excavates for Tai's weakness, patching together his complex history, including the extent of his six-year obsession with her. Gemma's hesitant emotions are quite believable - she is repulsed by Tai, but can't help but admit how he opened her eyes. It's an obsessive tale of captivity and the power of
relationships. Age 14-up. (May) Publishers Weekly Bright New Voice for Teens. -Melvin Burgess, author of The Face of Sarah and BloodsongAll lightning tension, is all a horror of thunder. Stunning, scary and beautiful book. A stolen beautiful novel that will pick up your world and shake it so much that you can never be sure of anything
again. Set in a landscape so exotic and powerful that it becomes one of the main characters in the book, this story of a boy and a girl provides one compelling scene after another. Ty and Jem will be in your head for a long time. If you are tired of reading, the stolen will turn you back into an addict. -John Marsden, author of The Ellie
Chronicles and Tomorrow series This book is amazing. I love it. I wish I'd written this-I mean that. Lucy Christopher is a very, very serious new talent, and she should be proud of herself for writing such a mature, well-sustained, deceptively simple, utterly fascinating work. P.S. I'm very worried about the camel. -Natasha Farrant, author of
Immersion in Light and Some Other Eden is a strong, sharply written debut. -Britain's bookseller from publisher Gr 9 Up-Sixteen-year-old Gemma, traveling with her parents, kidnapped at Bangkok airport by troubled Tai, a 20-something man from the outback, in Lucy Christopher's debut novel (Philomel, 2010). Ty has been stalking
Gemma for years. At the airport, he manages to drug her and then take her on a flight back to Australia. The novel is written as a first-person story told by Gemma in Tai's letter after her release, revealing details of the abduction and her feelings, illustrating the classic case of Stockholm Syndrome. Gemma has conflicting feelings towards
the kidnapper: she is angry with him for kidnapping her, but loves him for caring. The story of darts from escape attempts thwarted a hostile landscape and climate by the erratic behavior of Ty and Gemma catching a wild camel that plays a big role in Saving Gemma. The descriptions of events and the intense environment are wonderful.
She won the 2010 Branford Boase Award for Best First Novel of the Year for Young People published in the United Kingdom, and shortlisted for the Australian Prime Minister's Literary Award for Young Adult Fiction. Unfortunately, Emily Gray's narration is uninsved, doing little to improve the story. The audiobook lacks the suspense of the
printed version.-Jennifer Ward, Albany Public Library, NY School Library Journal This debut novel about the abduction of an English teenager and imprisonment in the Australian outback unfolds as a letter from captivity to a kidnapper. From its compelling discovery, the novel provides a tight suspense and thrilling plot in an intrusive
setting. Privileged Gemma, 16, is sympathetic and believable. Her captor, Tai, in his late 20s, is a less successful creation. Abandoned child turned out to be a wasted tramp and stalker, Tai is now a survival expert, eager to teach him a stolen admiration and respect for the harsh world in which he is imprisoned by her. When Gemma's
escape attempts end in near death, Tai rescues her by returning her captive, using such convenient learning moments to instruct her on the ecology of the outback. While the landscape is beautifully depicted and deftly mined for subtext and symbolism, the novel cannot overcome its central contradiction. Respecting the struggling desert
ecosystem from the most humble juicy to the deadly snakes, perceiving each element as part of a fragile, interconnected network, Jemma kidnapped Gemma in violation of her human rights and needs and imprisoned her thousands of miles from home. (Fantastic. 14 and Up) Kirkus Reviews Reviews Reviews stolen book summary. stolen
book pdf. stolen book movie. stolen book jane harrison. stolen books skyrim. stolen books found. stolen book by lucy christopher. stolen book age rating
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